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Sex Love Repeat Jul 25 2019 Madison. Paul. Stewart. They have accepted the
situation. Stewart, because his life is too busy for the sort of obligations that are
required in a relationship. Paul, because he loves Madison too much to tell her no.
And because her sexual appetite is such that one man has trouble keeping up. So
they exist, parallel relationships, each running their own course, with no need for
intersection or conflict. Dana sat in the background and waited, saw the
relationships, the love, and the moment that it all fell apart. She loves them.
Everything else hangs in the balance.
Savage Urges Apr 13 2021 She's a lone wolf with a cause. As a volunteer at a
shelter for lone shifters--the same one that rescued her--Makenna Wray has
dedicated her life to finding homes for its residents. And when she discovers that a
teen in her care is related to Ryan Conner, the broody, handsome-as-sin enforcer of
the Phoenix Pack, she's eager to help connect the two. She just wasn't prepared to
feel a connection of her own. Lone wolves are loners for a reason--and most of
them bad. Or so Ryan assumes until he meets the mysterious Makenna. Quirky and
sensual, she seems to enjoy riling him, especially when she refuses to discuss her
past. Although there is no mating bond, he's sure she's the one. All he has to do is
be patient and wait. But when another pack's sinister Alpha comes sniffing around,
threatening Makenna and her shelter, this enforcer is ready to let his wolf off the
leash....

Take Nov 01 2022 Max believes the Scar assassin Jasper has been hired to protect
her when actually, he is to kill her, but neither can deny the chemistry between
them
Bound Hearts Mar 01 2020 Submission: Ella allows James to stay the week in her
new home. James. Dominating. Sexy. Younger. James is determined Ella won't
escape him. Seduction: In a bold and risky turn, Jess dares Terrie to seduce him.
Challenges her to accept her needs, to push her own boundaries.
Wolf Marked Jan 11 2021 Werewolves are hunting me. I was just an ordinary girl
waiting tables in a small-town bar. I had no idea magic was real. That was, until I
backed my car over a werewolf a couple times. In my defense, the wolf was trying
to murder me, and I was all out of mace. Now I've got a cult of rogue wolves on
my heels, and the only one who can protect me is Jaxson Laurent--the Chicago
Alpha. He suspects I'm special and can't take his eyes off me, but the problem is-he's the sworn enemy of my family. Every time we get close it feels like something
is going to rip out of my soul, but the heat between us is irresistible. With danger
around every corner and wolves howling in the night, I need to master my magic
and stand my ground, or I'll be dead before the next moon rises. An action-packed
urban fantasy, Wolf Marked features a kick-ass heroine, a dangerous alpha hero,
and a steamy slow-burn, enemies-to-lovers romance. Prepare to be drawn into a
mysterious and magical world, full of demons, shifters, and sorcerers. This story is
set in the wider Dragon's Gift universe created by Linsey Hall, and if you enjoyed
the archaeology, history, and daring in her books, this adventure is for you!
Guardian Ascending Oct 08 2020 Mina's in trouble again. Knocked out and
captured by AoA, she has no idea what they want from her. Has friend turned to
foe? And how is she going to be able to feed her hungers while in captivity?
Meanwhile her parents are on the war path, and her team are trying to rescue her,
but they are blocked at every turn. With time running out to defeat Hammus, Team
Alpha receives some much needed help from an unlikely source. Can they rescue
Mina and together, save the worlds from total domination and enslavement. Join
Jessamina and her team in Book three of the Collectors Division. Guardian's Blood
is a Reverse harem novel and as such there will be no choosing. Contains both MM
and FF and scenes of a sexual nature and isn't recommend for young readers.
Revere Oct 20 2021 She was once his liar. He was once her savior. Cross Donati
fills his days with the mafia, family, and responsibility. The wild boy is a distant
memory. A waiting prince now sits in his place. An old debt puts the gunrunner
right back into the path of his past, but he only sees his future. Every king needs a
queen. Catherine Marcello learned how to stand on her own, and she no longer
needs saving. The sly girl is far more dangerous now. A broken promise taught her
how to live again. One conversation puts the hustler face to face with her first love,
but she only sees heartache. Every God needs a prayer. The scars of their history
runs deep. Every lie told, and each secret spilled hurts a little bit more. Love does

not care. Love will not wait. So, why does life keep standing in the way?
Shards of Frost Sep 26 2019 When had life stopped being so simple? Probably
around the time that Casey Frost first agreed to pay off her drug addict brother's
debt to save him from a brutal beating. It soon became a "thing." When the dealer-who's also an Alpha shifter--demands she do something that goes against her very
being, Casey decides enough is enough. It's while she's confronting the Alpha that
he appears--Eli Axton, a ruthless wolf shifter with a dark reputation. When their
eyes lock and the mating urge violently kicks in, she knows her world is about to
change. The last unmated male in his pack, Eli feels weary and alone. Seeing his
friends so happy makes the Head Enforcer acutely feel the absence of his true
mate. He wouldn't have expected to find her in the parking lot of a shifter fight
club, or for her to be such an unusual breed of shifter. Certain that the female
enforcer belongs to him, he doesn't hesitate to claim her. Not everyone is happy to
see Casey mated, though. Soon danger is coming at them from different angles,
threatening the life they're trying to build. Their enemy needs to be eradicated fast.
But how did you destroy an enemy when you weren't sure who they were?
Shadow Storm Nov 08 2020 'The queen of paranormal romance . . . I love
everything she does' J R WARD The No. 1 New York Times Bestselling author
Christine Feehan is back with another explosive, heart-pounding read in the
Shadow series . . . ________________ As the youngest member of the Ferrao
family, Emmanuelle has watched each of her brothers find happiness in love while
her own heart was shattered by a lover's betrayal. For two years she's stayed as far
away from Valentino Saldi as possible - until she learns that he's been shot during a
hostile takeover of his family's territory. Emme's first instinct is to call her brother
Stefano for help, and soon the entire Ferraro clan arrives to bring Val back from
the brink of death and protect the Saldis from further attack. With one choice
Emme has re-exposed herself to Val's intoxicating pull and dragged her family into
the Saldis' private war. A deadly storm is brewing, and only time will tell who
survives... ______________ Find out why readers are OBSESSED with the
Shadow series . . . 'Dark, gritty, edgy, magical . . . will hold you spellbound' Fresh
Fiction 'Exciting, nerve-wracking, suspenseful . . . a true page-turner' Long and
Short 'Dark and sensual . . . tore my heart apart and pieced it back together again'
Harlequin Book Junkie 'The family that Feehan introduces to us is freakin'
AWESOME! I loved each and every sibling' Addicted to Romance
Guardian May 03 2020 Joining the Collectors Division was my only goal once the
orphanage washed their hands of me at the age of twelve. Unruly and quick to
anger, I was taken in by an academy instructor until I was old enough to attend
myself. With love and understanding I thrived, and it became my mission to be the
best Guardian the Collectors Division had ever seen. I couldn't wait to run the
Gauntlet and join a team. Little did I know what fate had in store for me.
The Marquis and I Aug 18 2021 Next in the USA Today–bestselling Regency

romance series—A daring rescue, a disreputable reputation, and a dangerous road
ahead. Lady Charlotte Carpenter’s brother-in-law has put an infamous brothel
owner out of business—yet it is Charlotte who suffers the consequences. Abducted
by thugs and held at an inn, she is plotting her escape when she’s suddenly rescued
by a dashing gentleman. Only afterward does she realize she’s seen him
before—with two courtesans! Unwilling to tarry with such a man, Charlotte makes
her second escape. But it is too late to repair her reputation… A known gossip has
spied Charlotte’s movements, and his report is speeding through the rumor mill.
Soon, everyone knows that Charlotte spent the night with Constantine, Marquis of
Kenilworth. And everyone agrees the only answer is marriage, including
Constantine himself, his overjoyed mother—and his mistress! But Charlotte’s
abductors aren’t finished with her yet. Now Constantine will do anything to protect
the spirited woman he loves and win her heart… “Romance builds in this
satisfying, memorable read, perfect for fans of Grace Burrowes and Tessa
Dare.”—Booklist “A surprising Regency romance that combines intelligence and
intrigue for satisfying results.”—Kirkus Reviews “Full of payoffs for longtime
readers while welcoming the new.”—Publishers Weekly
A Week in New York Jul 05 2020 Anna Kirby is sick of dating. She's tired of
heartbreak. Despite being smart, sexy, and funny, she's a magnet for men who don't
deserve her. A week's vacation in New York is the ultimate distraction from her
most recent break-up, as well as a great place to meet a stranger and have some
summer fun. But to protect her still-bruised heart, fun comes with rules. There will
be no sharing stories, no swapping numbers, and no real names. Just one night of
uncomplicated fun. Super-successful serial seducer Ethan Scott has some rules of
his own. He doesn't date, he doesn't stay the night, and he doesn't make any
promises. It should be a match made in heaven. But rules are made to be broken. A
Week in New York is the first in a series of three novellas. Part Two - AUTUMN
IN LONDON and Part Three NEW YEAR IN MANHATTAN What others are
saying about Louise Bay: “A fabulous, smouldering love story” Katy Evans, NYT
bestselling author "Insanely hot passion, and deliciously naughty and sweet
characters. I devoured every page!" -New York Times Bestselling Author Lisa
Renee Jones "Delivers both swoon-worthy and wickedly seductive moments that
will have you desperate for more." -New York Times Bestselling Author Lisa
Renee Jones “This book is deliciously HOT. I loved reading it.” Layla Hagen,
USA Today bestselling Author "Off the charts sexual tension and chemistry...I
ravished every page!" -Audrey Carlan, #1 NYT Bestselling Author “A swoony
hero with a British accent and a heroine you will root for. Don’t miss this!” Jana
Aston, NYT Bestselling Author "Hot sex, great banter, a cocky British boss and
one of my favorite heroines to date. This book is a must-read and one of my
favorite romances this year!" LJ Shen, USA Today Bestselling Author “Everything
that a romance junkie could ever want in a contemporary romance. Once you start,

there is not setting this sucker down. An absolute PAGE-TURNER.” Shayna’s
Spicy Reads “Alexander and Violet stole my heart! Their chemistry rolls of the
page. Seeing the broody and incredibly hot Brit falling for Violet made me swoon.
If you love hot and romantic reads, then The British Knight is a MUST read.”
Layla Hagen, USA Today Bestselling Author “A funny, hot, and expertly crafted
romance that was a joy to read.” Guilty Pleasures Book Reviews “I loved every
page. Red hot scenes, tender moments and the usual roller coaster of emotions
Louise loves to instil in her works, that makes her books so exhilarating to read. A
perfect 5 star read.” Two Girls and Their Kindle “A hilariously funny and heart
wrenching story that will pull at your heartstrings.” Who Gives a Hoot Reviews
“Beautifully written with the perfect balance of sugar and spice! Five beautiful
stars!” Expresso Reviews “Like a really good rom-com movie except with really
hot sex thrown in.” Kitty Kats Crazy about Books “A brilliant read. Full of angst,
with bites of humor and lots of steam, it also has a real sweetness about it. Another
MUST READ from a really talented storyteller.” Perusing Princesses “An amazing
love story.” She’s a Lip Biter "Friends to lovers is a favorite trope of mine and this
is right up there with the best of them." Tanja, KT Book Reviews "Just when I
think her books can't get any better, she writes another one and it outshines the
previous ones. This is a sweet and sexy, friends-to-lovers contemporary romance
with all the feels -- heartwarming, breathtaking, and sexy all rolled into one
interesting and intriguing plot." Tracey, Goodreads reviewer "If you love a good
friends to lovers with a side helping of slow burn, this book is for you. Don't
hesitate, grab it with both hands. Noah and Truly will steal your heart and you will
let them gladly." Unbound Book Reviews ***** Topics: adult romance books,
alpha, alpha hero, alpha male, American romance, British romance, beach reads,
best romance, best seller series, books love stories, captivating romance,
contemporary, contemporary adult romance, contemporary crush, friends to lovers,
friends to lovers romance, contemporary romance, contemporary romance books,
contemporary romance fiction, fiction for women, happily ever after, heartwarming, duke royalty, heartwarming, hot, hot guy, hot romance, laugh romance,
literary fiction, romance box set, romance box sets, romance boxed set, romance
boxed sets, literary romance, literature and fiction, love, love books, love story,
modern romance, money, new adult, new adult romance, romance, rich, romance,
romance and drama books, romance best seller, romance books, romance
contemporary, romance fiction books, romance free, romance love, romance
marriage, romance novels for women, romance novels free, sassy, sassy heroine,
seduction, seduction romance, sensual, sensual romance, serial, series, sexy book,
sexy novel, hot romance, modern romance, urban romance, wealthy, CEO
romance, office romance, city romance, sensual romance, something hot to read,
sensual romance, edgy romance, sexy romance, something hot to read, sparks,
steamy, steamy romance, steamy romance novel, stories, story, strong alpha,

female, stories, sensual, sensual romance, alpha male, dominant male, hot guy,
racy, strong female lead, strong heroine, swoon, usa today, usa today bestseller,
kindle book, contemporary romance, new adult, british hero, sexy british hero,
american heroine, sassy american heroine, duke, knight, royal, royalty, royals,
wealthy hero, wealthy heroes, sassy, captivating romance, hot, hot romance,
forbidden love, sparks, loyalty, office romance, fake fiance, enemies to lovers,
billionaire, billionaire romance, holiday, holiday romance, London, scotland,
Manhattan, park avenue, british, earl, knightsbridge, mayfair, series, boxset,
romance boxset, contemporary romance, contemporary romance box set,
contemporary romance series, royals series, royals box set, series boxset,
bestselling series, royal romance, duke romance, King, duke, earl, prince, knight,
New York, International, Billionaire, millionaire, geek to gorgeous. Perfect for the
fans of Vi Keeland, Corinne Michaels, Kendall Ryan, Tijan, Piper Rayne, Lexy
Timms, Josie Silver, Robyn Carr, Beth O’leary, Natasha Madison, Laurelin Paige,
Kate Aster, Elle Kennedy, Kennedy Fox, Layla Hagen, Helen Hardt, Meredith
Wild, J.S. Scott, Nana Malone, T.L. Swan, Carrie Ann Ryan, Julia Quinn, LJ Shen,
Layla Hagen, Penelope Ward, Kristen Proby, Tijan, Ilsa Madden-Mills, Emma
Chase, Melanie Harlow, Carly Phillips, Emily Henry, Christina Lauren, and Lauren
Blakely
Reversal of Fate Jul 17 2021 In 2085, humankind is at the brink of extinction. A
mutated virus originating from a worldwide pandemic in 2025 has rendered 99% of
women infertile, yet has no effect on men. The only hope for the survival of
mankind is to send young men back in time to find fertile women before the virus
infects them. However, the space time continuum may not be disturbed since any
change in the past may wipe out the future. Therefore, only women known to have
died during the 2025 pandemic may be chosen. But will they come willingly?
Carter Ambrose is the first young man to travel back in time and assigned to bring
back Julie Schneider, a young woman fated to die in the first wave of the virus.
However, something goes wrong during the time jump and Carter suddenly finds
himself racing against time to win Julie’s trust and affection so he can convince her
to come back to the future with him. Time Quest Reversal of Fate (#1) Harbinger
of Destiny (#2) (Coming in 2021/2022) Code Name Stargate Ace on the Run (#1)
Fox in plain Sight (#2) Yankee in the Wind (#3) (Coming in 2021/2022)
Scanguards Vampires Book 1: Samson's Lovely Mortal Book 2: Amaury's Hellion
Book 3: Gabriel's Mate Book 4: Yvette's Haven Book 5: Zane's Redemption Book
6: Quinn's Undying Rose Book 7: Oliver's Hunger Book 8: Thomas's Choice Book
8 1/2: Silent Bite (A Scanguards Wedding Novella) Book 9: Cain's Identity Book
10: Luther's Return Novella: Mortal Wish Book 11: Blake's Pursuit Novella 11 1/2:
Fateful Reunion Book 12: John's Yearning The Novella Mortal Wish can be read
anytime. Stealth Guardians Lover Uncloaked (#1) Master Unchained (#2) Warrior
Unraveled (#3) Guardian Undone (#4) Immortal Unveiled (#5) Protector

Unmatched (#6) Demon Unleashed (#7) Venice Vampyr Venice Vampyr (#1)
Venice Vampyr (#2): Final Affair Venice Vampyr (#3): Sinful Treasure Venice
Vampyr (#4): Sensual Danger Venice Vampyr (#5): Wicked Seduction (by
Michele Hauf) The Hamptons Bachelor Club Teasing Enticing Beguiling
Scorching Alluring Sizzling Out of Olympus Book 1: A Touch of Greek Book 2: A
Scent of Greek Book 3: A Taste of Greek Book 4: A Hush of Greek Short stories
Steal Me The Wrong Suitor
The Empire State Series: A Week in New York, Autumn in London, New Year in
Manhattan Dec 22 2021 Anna Kirby is sick of dating. She's tired of heartbreak.
Despite being smart, sexy, and funny, she's a magnet for men who don't deserve
her. A week's vacation in New York is the ultimate distraction from her most
recent break-up, as well as a great place to meet a stranger and have some summer
fun. But to protect her still-bruised heart, fun comes with rules. There will be no
sharing stories, no swapping numbers, and no real names. Just one night of
uncomplicated fun. Super-successful serial seducer Ethan Scott has some rules of
his own. He doesn't date, he doesn't stay the night, and he doesn't make any
promises. It should be a match made in heaven. But rules are made to be broken.
The Empire State Series comprises the novellas A Week in New York, Autumn in
London and New Year in Manhattan. What others are saying about Louise Bay: “A
fabulous, smouldering love story” Katy Evans, NYT bestselling author "Insanely
hot passion, and deliciously naughty and sweet characters. I devoured every page!"
-New York Times Bestselling Author Lisa Renee Jones "Delivers both swoonworthy and wickedly seductive moments that will have you desperate for more." New York Times Bestselling Author Lisa Renee Jones “This book is deliciously
HOT. I loved reading it.” Layla Hagen, USA Today bestselling Author "Off the
charts sexual tension and chemistry...I ravished every page!" -Audrey Carlan, #1
NYT Bestselling Author “A swoony hero with a British accent and a heroine you
will root for. Don’t miss this!” Jana Aston, NYT Bestselling Author "Hot sex, great
banter, a cocky British boss and one of my favorite heroines to date. This book is a
must-read and one of my favorite romances this year!" LJ Shen, USA Today
Bestselling Author “Everything that a romance junkie could ever want in a
contemporary romance. Once you start, there is not setting this sucker down. An
absolute PAGE-TURNER.” Shayna’s Spicy Reads “Alexander and Violet stole my
heart! Their chemistry rolls of the page. Seeing the broody and incredibly hot Brit
falling for Violet made me swoon. If you love hot and romantic reads, then The
British Knight is a MUST read.” Layla Hagen, USA Today Bestselling Author “A
funny, hot, and expertly crafted romance that was a joy to read.” Guilty Pleasures
Book Reviews “I loved every page. Red hot scenes, tender moments and the usual
roller coaster of emotions Louise loves to instil in her works, that makes her books
so exhilarating to read. A perfect 5 star read.” Two Girls and Their Kindle “A
hilariously funny and heart wrenching story that will pull at your heartstrings.”

Who Gives a Hoot Reviews “Beautifully written with the perfect balance of sugar
and spice! Five beautiful stars!” Expresso Reviews “Like a really good rom-com
movie except with really hot sex thrown in.” Kitty Kats Crazy about Books “A
brilliant read. Full of angst, with bites of humor and lots of steam, it also has a real
sweetness about it. Another MUST READ from a really talented storyteller.”
Perusing Princesses “An amazing love story.” She’s a Lip Biter "Friends to lovers
is a favorite trope of mine and this is right up there with the best of them." Tanja,
KT Book Reviews "Just when I think her books can't get any better, she writes
another one and it outshines the previous ones. This is a sweet and sexy, friends-tolovers contemporary romance with all the feels -- heartwarming, breathtaking, and
sexy all rolled into one interesting and intriguing plot." Tracey, Goodreads
reviewer "If you love a good friends to lovers with a side helping of slow burn, this
book is for you. Don't hesitate, grab it with both hands. Noah and Truly will steal
your heart and you will let them gladly." Unbound Book Reviews ***** Topics:
adult romance books, alpha, alpha hero, alpha male, American romance, British
romance, beach reads, best romance, best seller series, books love stories,
captivating romance, contemporary, contemporary adult romance, contemporary
crush, friends to lovers, friends to lovers romance, contemporary romance,
contemporary romance books, contemporary romance fiction, fiction for women,
happily ever after, heart-warming, duke royalty, heartwarming, hot, hot guy, hot
romance, laugh romance, literary fiction, romance box set, romance box sets,
romance boxed set, romance boxed sets, literary romance, literature and fiction,
love, love books, love story, modern romance, money, new adult, new adult
romance, romance, rich, romance, romance and drama books, romance best seller,
romance books, romance contemporary, romance fiction books, romance free,
romance love, romance marriage, romance novels for women, romance novels free,
sassy, sassy heroine, seduction, seduction romance, sensual, sensual romance,
serial, series, sexy book, sexy novel, hot romance, modern romance, urban
romance, wealthy, CEO romance, office romance, city romance, sensual romance,
something hot to read, sensual romance, edgy romance, sexy romance, something
hot to read, sparks, steamy, steamy romance, steamy romance novel, stories, story,
strong alpha, female, stories, sensual, sensual romance, alpha male, dominant male,
hot guy, racy, strong female lead, strong heroine, swoon, usa today, usa today
bestseller, kindle book, contemporary romance, new adult, british hero, sexy british
hero, american heroine, sassy american heroine, duke, knight, royal, royalty,
royals, wealthy hero, wealthy heroes, sassy, captivating romance, hot, hot romance,
forbidden love, sparks, loyalty, office romance, fake fiance, enemies to lovers,
billionaire, billionaire romance, holiday, holiday romance, London, scotland,
Manhattan, park avenue, british, earl, knightsbridge, mayfair, series, boxset,
romance boxset, contemporary romance, contemporary romance box set,
contemporary romance series, royals series, royals box set, series boxset,

bestselling series, royal romance, duke romance, King, duke, earl, prince, knight,
New York, International, Billionaire, millionaire, geek to gorgeous. Perfect for the
fans of Vi Keeland, Corinne Michaels, Kendall Ryan, Tijan, Piper Rayne, Lexy
Timms, Josie Silver, Robyn Carr, Beth O’leary, Natasha Madison, Laurelin Paige,
Kate Aster, Elle Kennedy, Kennedy Fox, Layla Hagen, Helen Hardt, Meredith
Wild, J.S. Scott, Nana Malone, T.L. Swan, Carrie Ann Ryan, Julia Quinn, LJ Shen,
Layla Hagen, Penelope Ward, Kristen Proby, Tijan, Ilsa Madden-Mills, Emma
Chase, Melanie Harlow, Carly Phillips, Emily Henry, Christina Lauren, and Lauren
Blakely
Raff Jun 23 2019 Lilly left Earth seeking adventure, and learning about aliens
sounded cool. She just didn't expect to meet any in person-until her ship is attacked
by alien pirates. Now she's meeting plenty of them. Scary ones who want to do
very bad things to her.Fighting for survival since childhood, Raff Vellar is more
intimately familiar with knives and bloodshed than women. Then, during a trip to
his home planet, a tiny human literally falls at his feet. When he learns she's been
forced into slavery, a fierce need to protect the human overcomes him. A feeling
that quickly turns into a deep need to keep her forever.
Stygian Sep 30 2022 #1 New York Times bestselling author Sherrilyn Kenyon
brings us back to the astonishing world of the Dark-Hunters in Stygian, with a hero
misunderstood by many . . . but most of all by himself. Born before man recorded
time, I lived for thousands of years believing myself to be something I'm not.
Someone I'm not. Lied to and betrayed by gods, Daimons and Dark-Hunters, I've
struggled to find my way in a world where I've been cursed since the moment I was
prematurely ripped from my mother and planted into the womb of an innocent
woman who thought me her son. Trained as a slayer and predator, I learned to fit in
and stay low. To become a tool for evil. Until I was sent to kill the one woman I
couldn't. My hesitation cost her her life. Or so I thought. In an act of betrayal that
makes all the others pale in comparison, I've learned that this world is an illusion
and that my Phoebe still lives. Now I will have to travel into the very pits of Hades
to try and save her, even as everyone around me attempts to steal what little soul I
have left. There's only one person at my back and I'm not sure I can trust her either,
for she was born of an enemy race. Yet sometimes the road to redemption is one
that singes us to our very core. And if I fail to find the answers I need to save
Phoebe, more than just my wife will die. We will lose the world. Both human and
Daimon.
Cavas Dec 10 2020 Career military man Cavas Vellar has joined his older brother,
Cathian, aboard The Vorge for one purpose-to rescue their youngest littermate.
Their father has resorted to having him kidnapped to hide one of his most vile
secrets. They need to go down onto a planet full of criminals, find Crath, and
rescue him. This mission is the most important one Cavas has ever led.Jill was
betrayed when Earth sold her into alien slavery. She owes her life to Cavas and the

Vorge crew for taking her out of a cell and to their ship. When she learns why they
were on that planet to begin with...she feels it's her duty to help them find their
missing brother. Even if it means losing her recently gained freedom.One
determined alien on a mission. One woman who notices how sexy he is. This is
their story.
Sweet Surrender Apr 01 2020 Searching for the man who had killed his partner,
Dallas cop Gray Montgomery follows a trail of clues that lead to a link between the
murderer and Faith, a beautiful stranger, but when he tries to get close to her to
uncover the truth, he discovers that his actions have now made Faith a target.
Original.
Overwhelmed by You Feb 21 2022 Love is ugly and secrets will destroy you. Kat
doesn't give second chances. Ream, the lead guitarist of the rock band Tear
Asunder, doesn't deserve one. Then ... Ream told her he didn't need a second
chance because he was still working on his first.
Carnal Secrets May 15 2021 Half-shifter Shaya may hold a submissive role in her
wolf pack, but she refuses to let an Alpha male interfere in her life. When Nick
refuses to claim her as his mate, she runs off to hide among the humans. Nick can
barely control his urges for Shaya, but knows his degenerative brain condition will
ultimately destroy him. Yet when she runs away he pursues her-- and discovers
Shaya's feisty and passionate side in the process....
Rip Feb 09 2021 Pretty things aren't meant to be broken. But I broke her, and now
we both have to pay the price. I'm her nightmare. I'm her savior. And now that I
have her signature on an ironclad contract, I own her body and soul. She doesn't
remember me. She will. It's inevitable. Because as much as I know I need to stay
away, for fear of unlocking the memories I helped her father bury--I can't. She was
the apple in the Garden, dangled in front of me, her core so tempting and sweet. A
voice whispered. Just. One. Bite. I bit. I tasted. I fell. Welcome to the world of the
Russian mafia, where death, is your only future.
Torn from You Jun 27 2022 Love is like an avalanche. It hits hard, fast and without
mercy. At least it did for me when Sculpt, the lead singer of the rock band Tear
Asunder knocked me off my feet. Literally, because he's also a fighter, illegally of
course, and he taught me how to fight. He also taught me how to love and I fell
hard for him. I mean the guy could do sweet, when he wasn't doing bossy, and I
like sweet. Then it all shattered. Kidnapped. Starved. Beaten. I was alone and
fighting to survive. When I heard Sculpt's voice, I thought he was there to save me.
I was wrong. *Warning: This book contains some disturbing situations, strong
language and sexual content. Over 18 years.
Perfect Ruin Apr 25 2022 Kai There is nothing I care about. No attachments. No
connections. Outwardly, I'm a perfect gentleman until my target sees my knife. I
fear nothing, not even death. In my world, death is considered a privilege. But my
life comes with unbreakable cruel strings and when I met her, I should've walked

away. I didn't. I was too selfish. And that sealed her fate. Because one week with
me led her into the hands of ruin. London We all have unique layers that make up
who we are. What makes us vulnerable or strong. What we fear and what excites
us. But peel back those layers and you're left naked and exposed. They did that to
me. Each piece was slowly stripped away then burned. I merely existed. But there
was one layer they overlooked. The most important of them all-the tie to one man.
The man responsible for me being this way. The man who found me. And the killer
who would do anything to protect me. Must be read in order: Perfect Chaos
(Unyielding, #1) Perfect Ruin (Unyielding, #2) Perfect Rage (Unyielding, #3)
Connor's story (early 2016) *Mature audiences only 18+
Everything Forbidden Sep 06 2020 For summers Miranda Albright has
watched—aghast, yet shamefully titillated—as her wicked neighbor Ethan Hamon,
the notorious Earl of Rothschild, "entertained" a succession of lovers on the
grounds of his estate. Now that her father has passed on, leaving behind a mountain
of debt, Miranda must do the unthinkable. For Ethan has promised to sponsor her
younger sisters, financially and socially, at a scandalously dear price: Miranda
must offer herself to him completely for three full months, with no remorse and no
restraints. Ninety days and nights of unbridled sensuality await her in the arms of a
rogue who views her submission as no more than a grand erotic game. But neither
Miranda nor Ethan realize that fire blazes behind her innocent blush. And once her
passion is unleashed by his lips and his touch, it is the student who will school the
teacher in the ways of forbidden pleasure . . . and love.
Kept from You Aug 30 2022 A first kiss that changed everything. Killian Kane. He
was the most feared guy in high-school. Guarded. Angry. A fighter. But when I
caught him watching me with his captivating green eyes I saw something more.
Something protective and kind. He warned me to stay away from him. I did. Until I
didn't and he kissed me. A knee weakening, body tingling kiss that left me
breathless. And scared the hell out of me. And then ... He warned me never to
come near him again or next time he wouldn't let me go.
Cathian Dec 30 2019 ***Notice - This book was previously published as a short
story called 'Captain of Nara's Heart' in an anthology. It has been updated and
expanded into novella length. When Nara Barns and her tiny crew find themselves
with a choice between jail or the sex-slave auction block, it's an easy choice.
Especially when they plan to escape their buyers as soon as possible, anyway. Even
better, Nara's buyer wants her for just six days, long enough to get him through his
heat until women from his planet can come to his aid. Six days and then freedom?
Sign her up. However, Nara's completely unprepared for the impact Captain
Cathian Vellar has on her body. To survive his heat, the Tryleskian must feed-and
Nara is his favorite meal. Her body can barely withstand the rapture. Soon, her
heart is just as engaged. But enduring the pinnacle of Cathian's heat he could kill
Nara, and he refuses to risk her life.

Breaking the Nexus Aug 25 2019 *** Breaking the Nexus is finally here!! The
story continues in book 2, Waking the Phoenix, coming in Spring 2013! ***
Throughout history, myths and legends of extraordinary creatures have been told
and retold. Fantastic tales of demons and banshees, gryphons and dragons, and of
course, magic. Stories that every child grows to learn are nothing more than
fantasy...or are they? Beyond the world you see lies a hidden realm, the Mythrian
Realm, inhabited by all of the creatures you've been told are mere fiction. Only one
thing lies between humans and the truth: the Nexus. A magical barrier erected
millennia ago to separate the two realms, it has stood the test of time. Until now.
For Mythrian Sha Phoenix, magic is nothing new. But when she stumbles upon a
portal on the verge of collapse, her fate will forever change. Pulled through the
portal into the Human Realm, she lands in the middle of Detective Connor Flynn's
brutal murder scene. Soon it is obvious someone is using blood magic to try to
bring down the Nexus. Together, Connor and Sha must work to unravel the secrets
before the barrier falls and the realms collide. The Nexus is breaking and all hell is
about to unleash...literally. *** Warning this book contains two graphic sex scenes
featuring a sexy detective ***
Delirious, A Tame Quantum Novel Aug 06 2020 A slightly TAMER version of
Delirious—all the romance, all the heat, just a little less erotic. Pleasure is a game
to him. Until one woman changes all the rules… As one of Hollywood's hottest
producers, Kristian Bowen is on top of the world. With the Quantum team fresh off
a clean sweep of awards season and looking ahead to the premiere of their new
film, Insidious, Kristian's life is exactly how he likes it, complete with a stable of
willing subs to tend to his every desire. Until he attends the wedding of his friend
and business partner Flynn Godfrey and meets Aileen Gifford, the close friend of
Flynn's new wife, Natalie. Since meeting Aileen five months ago, Kristian's
carefully cultivated life has changed in ways he never could've expected. Now
Aileen and her children are moving to Los Angeles, and he's not sure whether to be
excited or terrified about his powerful feelings for the single mom... Aileen is
coming off the worst year of her life, spent battling breast cancer while taking care
of two young children. When Natalie, Flynn and their other friends encourage
Aileen to move to LA and work for Quantum, she jumps at the chance to give her
family a fresh start. And with her off-the-charts attraction to Flynn's business
partner in the mix, the idea of living in LA becomes that much sweeter. Until
everyone shows up to welcome her and the kids to their new home in LA--except
Kristian. He can't avoid her forever, and when these two finally see each other
again, sparks fly between the single mom and the producer with a past he's kept
hidden from everyone who matters to him. When that past rears its ugly head, will
he run away from the woman he loves or turn to her for comfort in the storm? And
will she prevail in convincing him that he can be himself, in every possible way,
with her? Kristian and Aileen's long-awaited story is full of heat, heart and humor,

as well as appearances from all the Quantum characters readers love!
Dark Instincts Jan 29 2020 It happens whenever wolf shifter Roni Axton is near
Marcus Fuller: a crackle of sexual awareness that's intoxicating…and deeply
annoying. Marcus is a pack enforcer who oozes power, but Roni is lethal in her
own right—nothing like the flirty females who flock around him. Even still, his
possessive gaze makes one thing clear. Marcus has singled her out for seduction,
and he wants to make her sit up and beg. No matter how aloof and unfazed Roni
acts, Marcus can tell she wants him. When a brutal attack by a jackal pack forces
them to work together, it's the perfect opportunity for Marcus to chip away at her
defenses—until he falls into his own trap, completely unprepared for the intensity
of their connection. Roni is the only one who's ever seen past his shifter charm and
discovered the man hiding beneath it. And for Marcus, claiming Roni once will
mean needing her forever.
When We Faded Oct 27 2019 When Felicity Wilde arrives in Nashville, she's not
looking for fame - she just wants a safe place to hide from the ghosts of her past.
And for a while, starting fresh seems possible. She lands a job at a local music
hotspot, collects her tips, and keeps her head down. Until one night, he steps on
stage.Ryder Woods is a rising star. Everyone knows he's destined for bigger things
- it's only a matter of time before he lands a record deal and heads for Los Angeles
without looking back. He has no interest in getting stuck in Nashville, like all the
other washed-up musicians who've never quite made it. But once he spots the quiet
girl working behind the bar - the one with haunted eyes, who sings the most
heartbreaking lyrics he's ever heard in his life - Ryder's suddenly not in such a
hurry to leave. As Felicity and Ryder begin to make music together, their
connection only deepens... but with demons of Felicity's past circling closer, and
the demands of Ryder's future finally coming to fruition, they'll find themselves at
an undeniable crossroads...They always say fame comes with a price...But what if
that price is the love of your life?
Kingpin's Foxglove Jun 15 2021 She needs to find the anecdote...but there is no
cure for love.After a year of marriage, Elena Falcone suddenly finds herself a
widow and at the mercy of Konstantin Tarkhanov, Pakhan of the Tarkhanov
Bratva. Determined never to return to her hometown, Elena makes a deal with the
devil: Heal a sick woman and be granted her freedom...or fail and be returned to
her family.Caught up in a complex plot in the world of poisons and gangsters,
Elena must also handle her growing attraction to the one man she should be
running from...as well as the dark secrets of her past.Will Elena find the anecdote
in time and win her freedom? Or will she fail and be forced back into the deadly
embrace of her family?
Tyrant Jul 29 2022
Credo May 27 2022 Their love was well-known throughout the immortal world.
The powerful Taldeburu Waleron and his Delara. But tragedy struck and tore them

apart for years. One believing the other was dead. When fate finally brings them
back together again it isn't kind. It's cruel and testing. Sacrificial. Because love has
no remorse for its victims. It doesn't give you options. And it won't be stopped.
This is Waleron and Delara's story. It's not pretty and it's not kind. But it's theirs. A
band of fierce warriors walk in the shadows of the human world with capabilities
derived from the senses: Trackers, Sounders, Healers, Tasters, Visionaries and the
rare Reflectors. They are known as the 'Scars.
First Semester Sep 18 2021 My rebound wasn't supposed to be the best sex of my
life.He definitely wasn't supposed to walk into class Monday morning on my first
day of college. He wasn't supposed to be my teacher. He did things to my body that
no man had ever done before. Things I wanted him to do again And again. And
again. But the man I had in my bed two days ago was now off limits. He was my
teacher. I was his student. I couldn't have him...I wanted him anyway.First
Semester is a 50,000 word standalone novel and the first in The Campus Tales
series.
Corp Security Jun 03 2020 Years after the Marines brought them together, the
men of Corps Security are together again.These six novels follow their lives as
they take a chance at love. Can love truly conquer all?From broken souls to broken
hearts, they all will find out if they'll get their second chance at happily ever afters
and that love really is worth fighting for.
Perfect Chaos Jan 23 2022 Georgie "I lie to survive." Have since I was sixteen and
my world fell into chaos. But I found a way to endure, or rather it found me. Now
I'm a prisoner of my own doing, hiding behind a false mask so no one sees the
truth. Not even the man I want but can't have-Deck. But I messed up and the lies
are spilling over, out of control. Deck is unrelenting and will settle for nothing less
than the truth. He demands everything from me-EVERYTHING-even if it rips me
apart. DECK "I kill for a living." Unyielding-It's how I survive in my line of work.
I bend people to my will...except Georgie. But that ends now. I've played her game
for far too long. Now I think it's time we play mine. *Warning mature audiences
only 18+, disturbing scenes, sexual content, coarse language.*
Pennies Nov 28 2019 New York Times Bestseller, Pepper Winters, delivers
another delicious Dark Romance. "I'm not the hero in this story, girl. You'd do best
to remember that." Once upon a time, I was an eighteen year old psychology
student. Now, I’m a man’s property. Stolen and sold, I’ve been decorated in bruises
since the day my world changed two years ago. I suffer in silence, I crave freedom,
but I never break. I can’t. Until he arrives. Elder Prest, the only man to look at me
and see me. The only man more ruthless than my owner. He wants me for reasons I
don’t understand. He claims me for one night then leaves and never looks back.
Until he returns. And life becomes much more complicated. 5 STARS - You don't
know DARK ROMANCE until you've picked upa Pepper Winters book!--Shayna's
Book Blog 5 STARS - This book wrecked me! Ripped me apart bit by bit!--Deb

Carroll
The Untamed Bride LP Mar 13 2021 New York Times bestselling author
Stephanie Laurens presents a brash, bold new series. They're battle-hardened,
sinfully wealthy, completely unstoppable—and all male: Four officers of the
Crown, fighting against a deadly foe known only as the Black Cobra. He is a man
who has faced peril without flinching, determined to fight for king and country.
She is a bold, beautiful woman with a scandalous past, destined to become an
untamed bride. Together they must vanquish the ruthless enemy, while confronting
the dangers of the heart . . .
Perfect Rage Mar 25 2022 This is Connor's story. Unstable. Unpredictable.
Consumed by perfect rage. I was fighting who I'd become and what I'd done. There
was nothing I cared about except her. She was mine. But I'd forgotten her-my
shutterbug. And I lost her. Until now. I'd do anything to possess her again.
Anything to keep her safe. Protect her against my biggest opponent. The monster.
Me.
Songs with Our Eyes Closed Nov 20 2021 Many of the poems included here are
short and uplifting, with messages such as “be yourself,” “you are beautiful,” and
“this too shall pass.” They combine the appeal of short, shareable poems with
inspiration and encouragement. Also included are some of White’s lengthier prose
pieces, which address his childhood, his relationship with his father, and past
romantic relationships, among other things. Whatever the form, White takes
inspiration from the everyday, writing about abstract topics like love, loss,
depression, and resilience using concrete, relatable details and scenes.
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